Maze of Scrolls

Collect all the Old Testament books of History in order. There is only one correct path. Hint: Use the contents page in your Bible for help.

Walking with the Israelites

Choose a number from 1 to 17. Follow the path and look for the sandbox with the number you chose. Write the letters in order on the black line with the number you chose in the black box. Repeat with other numbers until the black box is filled.

Old Testament Books of Law and History

| 2. Exodus | 8. Ruth | 14. 2 Chronicles |
| 3. Leviticus | 9. 1 Samuel | 15. Esther |
| 6. Joshua | 12. 1 Kings |

Bible Divisions—Old Testament History and Poetry

Key Word Code

Decide these books of History. Print the letter in the code line and then discover what it really is by looking directly below the letter in the real line. (For example, the code “3SH” is really the word “CAT.”)

Real: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

1. GOAOFH: NEHEMIAH
2. 1 NHFODE: 1 SAMUEL
3. CUNAJO: JOSHUA

Use the code to encode these books of History:

1. EZNA: COTHY
2. RUTH: MOPA
3. JUDGES: COTHY

Bonus:

Make a new code using the word Poetry as the key word. Print the letters of Poetry above the first letters of the alphabet. Then write the rest of the letters of the alphabet below the letters of the real alphabet, making sure to leave out the letters you already used in the word Poetry. Next, try using the code you made to encode the three books of Poetry written below:

Real: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

1. PROVERBS: HAILURNION
2. PSALMS: KNAFH
3. ECCLESIASTES: NESSNGHPOFN

Tell your neighbor the name you find on the lines below each inner tube. Write the name you find on the line with the number below each inner tube. Then discover what it really is by looking directly below the letter in the real line. (For example, the code “SHP” is really the word “CAT.”)

1. SNORTY
2. POETRY
3. PROVERBS
4. PSALMS
5. ECCLESIASTES
6. JOSEPH

Which two books of Poetry are missing?

Job
Song of Songs